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9.1. Introduction
This lesson describes requirements and criteria based on which to select the signature creation device
appropriate for the production environment of X-Road (device for management of private keys as the
basis for a qualified certificate and forming of electronic stamps). At the end of this lesson you will
find references to sources for more information about the signature creation device.

After finishing this lesson, you will be able to assess the conformance of the signature creation
devices to the requirements of X-Road in the market and their appropriateness to own needs.

It takes 15 minutes to pass this lesson.



9.2. Signature creation device
Each X-Road member must use qualified certificates for formation of an electronic stamp in the
production environment. Handling of certificates and related private keys requires signature creation
device.

Compared to so-called soft token, signature creation device enables
to ensure more secure and simpler management of private keys
used for formation of an electronic stamp.

Signature creation device is necessary in the production environment at all security servers and it is
applied for stamping the departing messages. Hardware device is not mandatory in the test and
development environment since also the qualified certificates are not needed there.

Signature creation device is needed for keeping the private key
of the electronic stamp certificate. The private key of the
authentication certificate of the security server is kept on soft
token.



9.3. eIDAS Regulation and requirements for the signature
creation device
An electronic stamp does not principally assume use of the signature creation device. Regulation No.
910/2014 of the European Parliament and of the Council (eIDAS Regulation) providing terms for trust
service and aspects of the digital signing, does not establish direct requirements for the signature
creation devices used for X-Road. eIDAS Regulation establishes requirements to the signature
creation device in case of a qualified electronic stamp.

Qualified signature creation device (QSCD) needs to be used for creation of a qualified electronic
stamp, i.e. a physical device that has Common Criteria (CC) certificate for „Protection Profile
SSCD“ (Standard EN 419 211, Protection Profiles for secure signature creation and other related
devices part 1–2). However, creation of legislation about forming qualified electronic stamp is still in
progress and there is also not enough appropriate software. Principally also the qualified electronic
stamp certificate suits for using in X-Road.

For the purpose of eIDAS Regulation, e-stamp of the X-Road is an advanced electronic stamp with a
qualified certificates. According to common practice, the qualified trust service providers issue that
type of certificates to devices designed for management of private keys. More detailed requirements
are specified in the Certification Policy (CP) of the electronic stamp of the certification service
provider. For example, in case of AS Sertifitseerimiskeskus, it is necessary to use the device that has:

either Common Criteria certification according to EN 419 211, or
FIPS 140-2 second or higher level certification.

Since the devices and manufacturers are different and different devices comply with different
standards, it is important to make sure before the purchase that the signature creation device supports
the requirements established by the trust service provider.

PKCS#11 protocol is used for connecting the signature creation
device with the security server.

Communication is generally hold according to PKCS#11 protocol but it is recommended to ask the
manufacturer or the distributor a conformation that the device can be connected to X-Road.



9.4. Assessing suitability of the signature creation device
A company itself has to select the signature creation device. There are several signature creation
devices in the market. There are three following types:

Devices running on USB bus (cheapest, with low or medium performance);
Devices running on PCI bus (with average price but high performance; not suitable for
virtualisation);
NetHSM or network based signature creation devices (costliest, convenient to use in case of
several security servers or customers).

Assess the appropriateness of the product by the following parameters:
1. Number of security servers;
2. Number of keys kept in the device;
3. Latency;
4. Compliance of the device with virtual environment;
5. Device classification according to FIPS.

The indicated parameters are handled one by one in more detail below.



9.5. Number of security servers
Do you want to use the device in parallel for several security servers?

If there are not many parties with who information is exchanged; if there are not many security
servers or when the availability requirements do not demand fast response, it is expedient to use
devices running on USB bus for simpler configurations. It is possible to connect own USB token with
each security server and purchase own authentication certificate for all security servers.

In case of big number of security servers it might be expedient to use the network device.



9.6. Number of keys kept in the device
How many certificates and private keys do you wish to keep in the signature creation device?

Number of keys in the device depends on number of customers hosted in the security server. One
private key of the electronic stamp certificate must be kept for each X-Road member using the
security server.

In case of using several security servers, it is possible to use the same electronic stamp certificate at
the same time on several security servers. The same goes for NetHSM device.

Authentication certificate of the security server must be kept on a soft
token. It is not possible to store it on a signature creation device.



9.7. Latency
How big is the added delay time or latency allowed at signing?

Analysis about the accepted latency for your data services will help to decide the optimum device.

An average latency for different type of devices is as follows:
USB bus-driven equipment: 0,5 seconds
PCI bus-driven equipment: 0,1 seconds
NetHSM devices: 0,01 seconds

It is important to understand the importance of latency from the point of view of own information
system as well as its users. In case of full automatic data exchange independent of the human user
(e.g. query to the pet register) nothing will probably happen when time of arrival of the reply take
seconds. But in the cross-border passport check already one-second long latency may impact lots of
users. Also the information systems may have own requirements about the time when the reply must
arrive.



9.8. Compliance of the device with virtual environment
Does the device work with virtual environment (if you plan to install tour security server to the virtual
environment)?

Selection of the device may be impacted by the fact how the operating system can access the device.
If you want to use virtualisation, make sure that it supports the desired device. it is not possible to use
devices running of PCI device in virtual environments. USB-device might not be the most convenient
for the virtual environment although it is usable. Device accessible over network does to set any
restriction but it is the costliest solution.



9.9. Device classi�cation according to FIPS
Although X-Road does not directly require signature creation device for obtaining electronic stamp
certificate, this requirement comes from the daily practice of the certification service providers.
According to the certification policy of the certification service provider registered in Estonia, AS
Sertifitseerimiskeskus, the private key must be located on the device designed for it. Conformity of
the device is shown in the Common Criteria certification according to standard EN 419 211 or FIPS
140-2 Level 2 certification.

Hence it is important to identify the specification level of the product to which the product conforms
to according to FIPS. If you assess the needs of your company in connection with key management
and find that the signature creation device can also be used for performance of other important
functions, it is a good idea to consult the importers and distributors of the device about these
opportunities. FIPS levels help you to select the device according to the needs of your company and
criticality of the services.

For more information about FIPS standard 140-2 read here.

http://csrc.nist.gov/groups/STM/cmvp/standards.html


9.10. Selection process of the signature creation device
The chart below helps you to select the signature creation device based on the message size, number

of queries and latency.

Selecting signature creation device based on size of the message, number of queries and latency



9.11. Price
Costs of using the signature creation device depend on several factors.

X-Road member using own security server can usually do with the UB-token like signature creation
device that costs 50-100 euros.

If you plan to use several security servers, keep certificates of several members or intermediate
services with extremely small latency, it is expedient to use the NetHSM category devices with the
prices within the range of 10,000 to 50,000 euros.



9.12. Support material
For more information about the signature creation device, please consult the user manuals of the
manufacturers.

The list of signature creation devices deemed as appropriate by the Information System Authority
(RIA) for use on X-Road can be found here (in Estonian).

Instructions can also be found on RIA’s homepage under FAQ. It is updated continuously.

If you have decided to install the device not yet described there, please submit your information about
your installation experience also to RIA (help@ria.ee) so that also the others had more information for
selection.

https://moodle.ria.ee/course/view.php?id=13
https://www.ria.ee/en/faq-about-x-road.html
mailto:help@ria.ee


9.13. Questions
To finish this lesson, please decide whether the statements below are true or false.

A. Hardware signature creation device ensures higher security than soft token.
B. If there are many security servers in the environment, the network device that is capable of
maintaining more than two certificates must be selected.
C. Device working on PCI bus should be avoided regarding the virtual environment

See the correct answers here (will open in a new tab). 

https://moodle.ria.ee/mod/book/view.php?id=399&chapterid=552


9.14. Summary

Signature creation device is necessary in the production
environment at all security servers for stamping query as well as
response messages. Hardware encryption device is not necessary in
the test and development environment.

Appropriateness of the signature creation device should also be
assessed according to how many keys it can accommodate, how long
is the delay time permitted at signing or latency and whether the
device is eligible for the virtual environment.

The desired signature creation device must conform to the
requirements of the trust service provider if the trust service
provider has specified its requirements in the certification policy.


